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Good Afternoon
My Husband my 5yr old son and myself live at number 3 Arran Hill Thrybergh.
We share a boundary with the Deer Park Village and also the drive thats runs the side
of our property.
I'm writing to you today regarding the proposed micro pub and outdoor seating which
we strongly object to!
THE PREVENTION OF PUBLIC NUISANCE
The level of noise from customers currently coming and going to the Deli/Antiques
and the Tea Rooms is significantly alarming you can here customers arrive opening
and closing car doors, talking.
I can only imagine how this will increase if the micro pub is granted.
The noise disturbance from the traffic alone is an absolute NUISANCE and if this was
to carry on till 10pm at night is disgusting.
Also my 5yr old sons bedroom is facing the car park so can hear every car!!
I've also taken pictures of the car park currently showing how busy it is thats without
the micro pub. If the micro pub was granted where are all these cars supposed to park
as the current carpark couldn't accommodate any further vehicles!
Please see attached photos.
My concern is that cars would start parking on Arran Hill which cause further concerns
to residents. This road is already very busy with the two adjacent schools with
deliveries and children's parents etc.
Arran Hill cannot take any further traffic its already at its full capacity.
PROTECTION OF PUBLIC SAFETY
The new car park area is causing an issue as there is entry to the side of our property.
We've had cars driven up the hill then actually stopped and asked us of other residents
how do I get in the car park.
Well obviously the new entry or on Doncaster Road. The new entry is causing issues
and increased traffic congestion plus more noise.
Arran Hill has a single yellow line so there should be no obstructions or vehicles parked
up, but this is happening on daily basis.
THE PROTECTION OF CHILDREN FROM HARM
There is an increased risk of a child coming to harm or a resident with the increased
volume of traffic. Currently I wouldn't let my son play on our drive due the traffic being
so busy and the added pollution.
THE PREVENTION OF CRIME AND DISORDER
The increased activity on Arran Hill and Doncaster Road by the public increases the
risk of crime and disorder.
Breach of peace, assaults domestic abuse drugs
Alcohol abuse..
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We ask the Licencing board at RMBC to seriously consider all above and not grant the
licence to Deer Park Village.
Please consider our health's and well being living on Arran hill.
Kind Regards
Kerry and Kirk Denton
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To RMBC Licencing Commitee
My wife and myself live at number 13 Arran Hill .Our property is overlooks the
proposed Micro pub and outdoor seating. We share a boundary with this site there is
no buffer zone to alleviate.any noise generated from these premises.
We both strongly object to the above application for the following reasons:
Serious loss of personal privacy:
1) Anyone sitting facing the windows in the proposed micro-brewery building have
unrestricted views of our bedroom windows.
2) Anyone seated outside the proposed micro-brewery have unrestricted view of our
bedroom windows.
3) Anyone standing outside this building smoking or just gathering have unrestricted
views of our bedroom windows.
4) Anyone walking out of the micro-brewery doors have unrestricted views, both
serving staff and customers.
5) Seating areas are close enough to overhear private conversations another breach of
our privacy.
Loss of amenity:
Operating hours were agreed and set when this company moved on to this site 09.00
to 17.30 Monday to Friday, 09.00 to 16.00 Saturday and 10,00 to 16.00 on
Sunday. These hours were set to minimise any noise disturbance to surrounding
residents.
Our day starts around 7.00 when heavy goods vehicles start to travel up and down
Doncaster Road. We have 2 schools adjacent to Arran Hill and the traffic noise (engine
noise, doors opening and closing some cars playing loud music (you can only hear the
bass sounds emanating from the cars) starts from 08.00 onwards for 4 times a day
finishing around 15.45.
We have rush hour on Doncaster Road from around 16.00 to 17.45, but this road was
here when we moved in (although a lot quieter back in 1982) the road noise quietens
down around 18.00 and the hiss of light traffic blends in (white noise) so we are then
able to enjoy eat and relax in our garden.
At is time of the day it is the only time we can invite family and family around to have
quite drinks and pleasant conversation.
If this licence is agreed to only time we shall have in relevant peace is when we retire
to bed and are awakened in the morning. This is if the Rolling mills in Aldwarke decide
not to roll steel bars in the middle of the night.
Any more noise would be against the little amenities' residents have now.
Issuing of this licence for this number of unsociable hours seven days a week 52
weeks a year I am sure would affect our mental wellbeing. As you would be driving us
indoors again and denying us access to our gardens and a little peace and quiet.
THE PREVENTION OF PUBLIC NUISANCE
The number of car parking places applied for 50+ makes this venue anything but small,
noise alone generated from vehicle access would be unacceptable. The noise
generated from this amount of people on such a small site adjacent to residential
building with no protective buffer zone would surely be unacceptable.
People smoking, talking loudly (more people drink the louder they become) noise of
furniture being moved glasses being collected, bottles being thrown into containers. All
of this is Sharpe noise unlike the white noise from light traffic.
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Licence states 21.00 hours but with drinking up time and clearing up time site I am sue
will be creating noise closer to 22.00 hours or beyond.
RMBC and the elected committees are there not only to police business but also to
protect the amenities of rate paying residents of Rotherham.
We are asking you to refuse this application and to protect our privacy and what
amenities we have left. Please protect our mental health this is something all are
entitled to.
Kind Regards
Mr and Mrs Joyce
13 Arran Hill
Thrybergh
S65 4BH
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To whom it may concern
We live at number 11 Arran Hill .Our property is overlooking the proposed Micro pub
and the whole of Deer park farm site and we share/ have a boundary wall with the site
at the bottom of our garden.
Myself and my husband strongly object to the above application for the following
reasons:
To adhere to current planning permissions the buildings on this site currently only have
panning permission for retail hours 9.00 to 17.30 Monday to Friday, 9.00 to 16.00
Saturday and 10.00 till 16.00 on Sundays These hours were set by the planning
department several years ago to protect the adjacent residential properties due to
there being no buffer zone between this site and the residential properties to minimise
any noise disturbance. We are aware that we have Doncaster road at that rear of our
properties, but this road was here when we moved in and quietens down around 6pm
so has very little impact on the enjoyment of our garden in the evenings.
This makes it difficult to understand how a site can apply for a license and be issued
one until 9pm for the Tea room and the building what was the Deli that is to be the
micro pub- outside of the allowed operating hours for the buildings within this site.
Surely there should be some level of communication between relevant bodies within
RMBC to ensure that residents are protected as well as current permissions adhered
to.
Until us residents discovered that the owners were to apply for a license for a micro
pub we weren’t even aware of the previously awarded license to sell alcohol from the
deli (as it was) and the tea room so we were all very surprised to find that the license
had been granted.
THE PREVENTION OF PUBLIC NUISANCE
The variation refers to the previous Deli building where they have previously sold
alcohol to be consumed off the premises – this caused no concern whatsoever
however if a license for the sale of alcohol in the proposed micro pub is granted and
the outside seating areas around the site are to be utilised and have seating for 14
people I have been informed. The level of noise that can be made by 14 people that
are drinking alcohol and inebriated will no doubt be a public nuisance for residents of
properties on Arran Hill that are overlooking the site from our back gardens and will
prove to be an unacceptable breach of our privacy whilst not only in our gardens but
using the back rooms of our homes. The noise disturbance will be disruptive and has
already become an issue over the past few months -all we have had is noise from the
site, banging, drilling, car doors slamming, deliveries and a very persistent barking dog
which does so every time someone enters the car park or a large/noisy vehicle passes
on Doncaster Road. This has been more than enough to contend with never mind
drunk people laughing, swearing, and just chatting as these are amplified when under
the influence of alcohol.
There also has to be some consideration given to the noise that people arriving to the
pub and leaving will make, such as car doors been closed, talking to one another we
already hear voices/ conversations from the site as these carry upwards to our
properties). We already hear all of these noises and sounds throughout the day time so
when things quieten down in the evening this will no doubt be an even bigger
disturbance.
There is the noise that will follow once the pub is closed at 9pm. The noise of bottles
being thrown into a bottle bank/bin that is sited against the back wall which is the
boundary wall with several homes on Arran Hill and staff leaving in cars slamming
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doors on vehicles. This disturbance could potentially be up to 10pm and 7 days a
week. I note from the noise report that it is deemed that Doncaster Road is cited to be
higher in noise levels than the noise that will be from the micro pub – I wonder when
these assessments were completed what time of day, because if the noise assessment
was completed during the day time then this would not be a true reflection of the noise
as the road is very busy between 8am to 6-6.30pm but then quietens down which
would be when we as residents will be able to hear the noise more noticeably from
Deer Park Farm micro pub.
We already hear these sounds around 4.30pm – 5.30pm Monday to Friday as it
currently stands but it is bearable as we know the site will be quiet after 6pm and not
cause us any more upset or be a public nuisance.
The license that is being applied for is for 7 days a week so there will be no respite
from the noise at weekends for us residents, this is just not conducive to the quiet
lifestyle we lead and want to continue to lead. This application has caused my husband
and I a lot of upset and stress over the past few months which is something we could
do without in these trying times.
There is also the issue about smoking and residents having to smell that when we are
in our own gardens which we find totally unacceptable as non smokers ourselves and
do not wish to subject any of our visitors to this either.
Lighting from the outdoor area will light up back rooms of homes on Arran hill.
Will there to be any music played or live events as these will cause a further disruption
to our peace and quiet not just when in our gardens but when we are in our homes.
Additional litter around the surrounding area.

We have already noticed increased traffic on Arran Hill with many more vehicles driving
up the road and deliveries being made to the flower shop etc using the entrance on
Arran hill which I have observed myself, instead of using the main entrance on
Doncaster Road.
We also already have increased activity and noise on Arran Hill to the front of our
homes between the following times - 8.00 to 09.30 , 11.00 to 13.00, and 14.30 to
15.30 we have horrendous school traffic from Thrybergh Fullerton School which is
regularly accompanied by noise from parents taking and picking up their children at the
school and inconsiderate parking and driving.
There is also the staff entrance to Thrybergh Academy that uses Arran hill to be
considered.
Arran hill usually quietens down around 4pm and the traffic on Doncaster Road lightens
around 18.00 to 18.30 this is the time residents can enjoy some peace and quiet in
their own homes and gardens.
PROTECTION OF PUBLIC SAFETY
There is a risk of Increased occurrences of disorderly conduct and anti social behaviour
following the consumption of alcohol. Risk of drugs being used by patrons of the pub
resulting in illegal activity and potentially violent behaviour and disorder.
I have previously brought to the attention of the licensing board that Deer park farm
were breaching their alcohol license by selling alcohol from the new deli which currently
has no license to do so– therefore the license has been flouted already before any
further licenses granted.
Past behaviour is a strong indicator of future behaviour in my opinion and this concerns
us that the rules will not be adhered to and we will have ongoing issues with the site
moving forwards should he license be granted.
We have no issue with Deer Park as it currently stands as it closes at 6pm as per the
current planning permissions and regulations that are in place to protect residents from
all of the above.
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The new car park area is causing an issue also as this has an entry point on Arran Hill
and is causing an obstruction- reduced vision when trying to get out in cars at the
bottom of the street.

THE PROTECTION OF CHILDEN FROM HARM
There is the school at the top of Arran Hill so the increase in cars, vans and people
using the car park which is already taking place might I add , increases the risk of
accidents occurring involving children.
What safeguarding measures are to be put in place to protect children and young
people from harm if allowed on the premises, will there be restricted access to certain
areas for children. Will children be allowed to play outside and cause further noise and
disruption. Will there be exclusion of children totally.
THE PREVENTION OF CRIME AND DISORDER
Increased activity around Doncaster Road and Arran Hill with members of the public
using Arran hill and surrounding areas which would not have done so usually increases
the risk of crimes occurring. Such as an increase in burglaries, car thefts public order
offences , breach of the peace, assaults and domestic assaults occurring when under
the influence of alcohol.
We urge the licensing board at RMBC to seriously consider all the above
representations and not grant the variation of license to Deer Park Farm to
ensure/protect the health and well being of Arran Hill, Doncaster Road and the
surrounding area.
Kind Regards
Gaynor and Michael Hoden
11 Arran Hill
Thrybergh
S65 4BH
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Maynard hickman
15 arran hill,thrybergh
Rotherham Yorkshire
S654bh
I am writing to object to the application submitted by Deer park farm, retail village ltd,
of Doncaster road thrybergh,Rotherham
I am objecting on the grounds of public nuiscence .My home borders the site of the
above address and if this license is granted, the customers of this bar will be sat no
more than fifteen to twenty yards from my rear garden where me and my family enjoy
what leisure time we get,to have people sat drinking until nine o clock at night will have
a huge impact to the leisure time we currently enjoy,the noise from such a bar will
obviously disturb the peace and quiet we now enjoy ,obviously as the winter nights and
the darker evenings creep in the bar will have to have sufficient lighting for people to be
able to move around safely.As my rear bedrooms overlook the proposed bar the lights
will illuminate my bedrooms,at present they only have security lights on and these
alone illuminate our bedrooms.Also on the safety issue the new car park that has been
submitted is a accident waiting to happen,anyone coming down arran hill towards park
lane has to go past the entrance/exit to the premises and anyone leaving these
premises is blind as to what is coming down arran hill,I understand there have already
been issues with this but as wether you are aware or not I don’t know,but it is not safe
and as there are two school entrances on the street it has all on coping with what it has
got already without allowing more traffic on to it.
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Objections to the Variation of a premises License
To whom it may concern
We live at number 5 Church View.
Our property is overlooking and overlooked by the proposed Micro pub and the
whole of Deer park farm site and we share/ have a boundary wall with the site at
the bottom of our garden.
We also are and have been experiencing issues with the area that our home
looks on to as this_is extremely untidy and we are worried about the effects on
our environment will be if not addressed.
Myself and my wife strongly object to the above application for the following
reasons:
To adhere to current planning permissions the buildings on this site currently
only have panning permission for retail hours 9.00 to 18.00 Monday to Friday
9.00 to 16.00 Saturday and 11.00 till 16.00 on Sundays. These hours were set by
the planning department several years ago to protect the adjacent residential
properties due to there being no buffer zone between this site and the residential
properties to minimise any noise disturbance and impact on our environment and
lifestyle. We are aware that we have Doncaster road at that rear of our properties
however this road was here when we moved in and quietens down around 6pm
so has very little impact on the enjoyment of our garden in the evenings.
This makes it difficult to understand how a site can apply for a license and be
issued one until 9pm for the Tea room and the building what was the Deli that is to
be the micro pub- outside of the allowed operating hours for the buildings within
this site.
Surely there should be some level of communication between relevant bodies
within RMBC to ensure that residents are protected as well as current permissions
adhered to.
Until us residents discovered that the owners were to apply for a license for a
micro pub we weren't even aware of the previously awarded license to sell alcohol
from the deli (as it was) and the tea room so we were all very surprised to find that
the license had been granted.
THE PREVENTION OF PUBLIC NUISANCE
The variation refers to the previous Deli building where they have previously sold
alcohol to be consumed off the premises - this caused no concern whatsoever
however if a license for the sale of alcohol in the proposed micro pub is granted
and the outside seating areas around the site are to be utilised and have seating
for 14 people I have been informed. The level of noise that can be made by 14
people that are drinking alcohol and inebriated will no doubt be a public nuisance
for residents of properties on Arran Hill/Church View that are overlooking the site
from our back gardens and will prove to be an unacceptable breach of our privacy
whilst not only in
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our gardens but using the back rooms of our homes. The noise disturbance
will be disruptive and has already become an issue over the past few months all we have had is noise from the site, banging, drilling, car doors slamming,
deliveries and a very persistent barking dog which does so every time
someone enters the car park or a large/noisy v hicle passes on Doncaster
Road. This has been more than enough to contend with never mind drunk
people laughing, swearing, and just chatting as these are amplified when
under the influence of alcohol.
There also has to be some consideration given to the noise that people arriving
to the pub and leaving will make, such as car doors been closed, talking to one
another we already hear voices/ conversations from the site as this carry
upwards to our properties). We already hear all these noises and sounds
throughout the daytime so when things quieten down in the evening this will no
doubt be an even bigger disturbance.
There is the noise that will follow once the pub is closed at 9pm. The noise of
bottles being thrown into a bottle bank/bin that is sited against the back wall
which is the boundary wall with several homes on Arran Hill and staff leaving in
cars lamming doors on vehicles. This disturbance could potentially be up to
10pm and 7 days a week. I note from the noise report that it is deemed that
Doncaster Road is cited to be higher in noise levels than the noise that will be
from the micro pub - I wonder when these assessments were completed what
time of day, because if the noise assessment was completed during the day
time then this would not be a true reflection of the noise as the road is very busy
between 8am to 6-6.30pm but then quietens down which would be when we as
residents will be able to hear the noise more noticeably from Deer Park Farm
micro pub.
We already hear these sounds around 4.30pm - 5.30pm Monday to Friday as it
currently stands but it is bearable as we know the site will be quiet after 6pm
and not cause us any more upset or be a public nuisance.
The license that is being applied for is for 7 days a week so there will be no
respite from the noise at weekends for us residents, this is just not conducive to
the quiet lifestyle we lead and want to continue to lead. This application has
caused my husband and I a lot of upset and stress over the past few months
which is something we could do without in these trying times.
There is also the issue about smoking and residents having to smell that when
we are in our own gardens which we find totally unacceptable as non-smokers
ourselves and do not wish to subject any of our visitors to this either.
Lighting from the outdoor area will light up back rooms of homes on Arran hill
and Church View.
Will there to be any music played or live events as these will cause a further
disruption to our peace and quiet not just when in our gardens but when we
are in our homes.
Additional litter around the surrounding area.
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We have already noticed increased traffic on Arran Hill/Church View with many
more vehicles driving up the road and deliveries being made to the flower shop
etc using the entrance on Arran hill which I have observed myself, instead of
using the main entrance on Doncaster Road.
We also already have increased activity and noise on Arran Hill to the front of
our homes between the following times - 8.00 to 09.30 , 11.00 to 13.00, and
14.30 to
15.30 we have horrendous school traffic from Thrybergh Fullerton School which
is regularly accompanied by noise from parents taking and picking up their
children at the school and inconsiderate parking and driving.
There is also the staff entrance to Thrybergh Academy that uses Arran hill to
be considered.
Arran hill usually quietens down around 4pm and the traffic on Doncaster Road
lightens around 18.00 to 18.30 this is the time residents can enjoy some peace
and quiet in their own homes and gardens.
PROTECTION OF PUBLIC SAFETY
There is a risk of Increased occurrences of disorderly conduct and anti-social
behaviour following the consumption of alcohol. Risk of drugs being used• by
patrons of the pub resulting in illegal activity and potentially violent behaviour and
disorder.
I have previously brought to the attention of the licensing board that Deer park
farm were breaching their alcohol license by selling alcohol from the new deli
which currently has no license to do so- therefore the license has been flouted
already before any further licenses granted.
Past behaviour is a strong indicator of future behaviour in my opinion, and
this concerns_us that the rules will not be adhered to and we will have
ongoing issues with the site moving forwards should he license be granted.
We have no issue with Deer Park as it currently stands as it closes at 6pm as per
the current planning permissions and regulations that are in place to protect
residents from all the above.
The new car park area is already causing an issue as this has an entry point on
Arran Hill and is causing an obstruction and reduced vision when trying to get
out in cars at the bottom of the street.
THE PROTECTION OF CHILDEN FROM HARM
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There is the school at the top of Arran Hill on Church View so the increase in
cars, vans and people using the car park which is already taking place might I
add , increases the risk of accidents occurring involving children.
What safeguarding measures are to be put in place to protect children and
young people from harm if allowed on the premises, will there be restricted
access to certain areas for children. Will children be allowed to play outside and
cause further noise and disruption. Will there be exclusion of children totally.
THE PREVENTION OF CRIME AND DISORDER
Increased activity around Doncaster Road and Arran Hill/ Church View with
members of the public w ing Arran hill and surrounding areas which would not
have done so usually increases the risk of crimes occurring. Such as an
increase in burglaries, car thefts public order offences , breach of the peace,
assaults and domestic assaults occurring when under the influence of alcohol.
We urge the licensing board at RMBC to seriously consider all the above
representations and not grant the variation of license to Deer Park Farm to
ensure/protect the health and well being of Arran Hill/Church View Doncaster
Road and the surrounding area.
Kind Regards
Mr and Mrs
Wright 5 Church
View
Thrybergh
S65 4B

